Genesian Players: “Into the Woods”

Auditions for the Genesian Player’s production of "Into the Woods" will take place on Wednesday, August 26 and Thursday, August 27 from 5:30-7:30pm! "Into the Woods" is Stephen Sondheim's musical masterpiece that throws all of our favorite fairy tale characters together to fight giants and witches and ultimately prove that no one is ever alone! It won several Tony awards in 1989 when it premiered on Broadway and was just recently released as a major motion picture by Disney! No prepared material necessary! We will have music selections and sides from the script for you to audition with!

All Rummel students and girls in grades 8-12 are welcome! For one role in particular, I am looking for a female ballet dancer, preferably one who can work on pointe, but it's not mandatory.

It is only this one character that needs dance experience. Callbacks will be Saturday, August 29 10am-12pm. Shortly afterwards, the live Twitter cast list posting will begin! Our usual rehearsal time is typically Monday - Thursday, 5:30-7:30pm. We will go later as we approach opening. Performance dates are November 12-14 and 19-21! I'm super excited to get this show rolling!